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The words on this list are used in this booklet. Please review the terms and learn the definitions.
The meaning of the words in the.text may not bi the form of the word with which you are familiar.

,

Words/Terms -
r

i1. Acute Critical or of greatest importade
2. Bias A prejudice-or mental preference
3. Contradiction Contrary to, inconsigtent with or in opposition to
4. Coriversants Parties (iieople) engaged in"\a conversation
5 . Conviction Strongly held belief .
6. Cumulative Gathering or accumulating in strength
7 . Eloquent Polished use of language
it. Expectations Looking forward to as certain or probable
9. Facilitate To make easier or more convenient

10. Formulate Toienerate or to order in exact form
11. Gist The main idea
12, Inferences Conclusions reached by reasoning
13. Insidious Treacherous or deceitful
14. Insight Perception.into the. real character of something .

15. Interpret To explain or give meaning
16. 'Judgmental Having decided upon the value of something based on its merits
17 , Olfactory Sensation by vay bf smell
18. verstimulation Excited to too great an extent ..
19. Preconceived An idea or Opinion formed in advance
20. Preoccupation Engrossed in thought or action
21. Proportionate Things existinein some steady relation to each other
22. Tactile Sensation by way of touch 4

23. Vignette A short description that depicts something
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1. How To Use This Boojilet
What Is This Series About?

1

Interpersonal Skills and Communication is one of tenbooklets written as-core instructional
materials for apprentices to use during the first or second years of apprenticeship related subjects train-
ing. Nine of the booklep 'are about critical subject areas for apprentices, as determined by. a national
group of experts on apprenticeship and training. The tenth booklet introduces the other booklets and
explains how to use the materials in the instructional setting, --

The materials are designed to be used witheother related subjects instructional materials. They can
be employed in one of two ways: (1) the materials can be used as the total instructional materials
package for some trades, in subjects ssuch as basic science, measurement, and Nyorking in organiza-
tions; or (2) they can be used as supplementary, introductory or practice materis in subjects suth as
basic mathematics, safety and an introduction to apprenticeship.

The books are written in a self-instructional, self-paced format. Tfieycan be used either in instruc-
tor supervised or independent study arrangements. Each booklet and each chapter is Written as a
distinct unit and is addressed to a single major topic. ,This means that you cm' your instructor can select
individual booklets or chapters without necessarily using every booklet or every chapter within a
booklet.

The booklets'emphasize application of facts, concepts and skills. Miterial is presented by means
of written information, visual illustration and applied example. The discussion for most major topics
also inchides an application section that requires you as a learner to demonstrate what you are learn-
ing. In addition, each chapter 'contains a section entitled Self-Test Exercises that contains questions,
problems and exercises for you to work through as a final application of the knowledge or skill and to
show that you have mastered the materials.

- The titles of the booklets in the core materials are:

1, A Basic Core Curriculum /4
2. tcr Apprenticeship
3.

.Introduction
Basic Mathematics

4. Basic Safety I '
5. Basic Safety H
6. Basic Measurement
7. Sketching, Drawiiig and Blueprint Reading

v 8. Basic Physical Science
Working in Organizations OM.

10. Interpersonal Skills and Communication

What Is This Hook let About?

Communication is an activity in which at least two people exchange information by using symbols
such as words or pictures in order to convey ideas and express what each person is trying to say to the
other p&son. Words are the'tools ofsommunication just as lathes and hammers are tools for other
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types of work. However, because words are such a common fact of everyday life, there is a tendency to
take them, and the meanings they express, for granted. Indeed, because listening and speaking are so
much a constant and continuous part q everyday life they are often ignored; seldom amthey address-
ed as skill areas for most adults.

In truth, communication is not rarcdom. Rather, it is absolutely intentional and occurs when one
person attempts to express or explain something Co at least one other person. Communication begins
inside the individual and is made a joint effori as that individual shares a communication with another.
It involves a set of skills including the skills of listenifigtseaking and questioning, and attending to the
general prerequisites of communication. These skills are addressed in this module under the.chapter
headings of:

I. Comnuction Requirements And Components
2. Listening
3. Asking Questions

What Must' I Do To Complete My Work In This Booklet?

Working your way through this booklet will require you to read die text, to answer the questions,
to perTorm the exerciesand to complete the Pretest and Posttest instruments. Expect to spend about
five hours working through the materials. The only resources you need to complete your work -in this

booklet are: (1) a copY of the booklet; (2) a pencil or pen; (3) a ruler; and (4) about four hours of time.
The materials are written in self-instructional, programmed format. You need not complete your

work in the booklet at one sitting.
Each chapter in the booklet is-devoted to a single skill, competency or unit of knowledge. The

4.)general format of the chapters is similar with the following parts:

I. A chapter overview containing all the necessary information you need to know in order to
work through the chapter.

. An introduction describing the knowledge or skill and the instructional objectives for the in-,.
formatign.

3 . Principles, examples and applications presenting and explaining the content as well as offer-
ing you practice opportunities to apply the information.

4 Additional sources of information.
5 . A self-test exercise for applying the information under consideration.

This boOklet concludes with an Appendix that contains the answers to the.Pretest, the Self-test ex-
ercises from each chapter and the Posttest.

How Much Do I know About The Subject As I Begin?

Begin your work in 'Interpersonal Skills and Communication by completing the self-assessmeht
pretest that follows. When you have completed the pretest as directed in the assessment instructiaps
and'have finished reading the other material in this intioductory section, continue your work in this
booklet, one chapter at a time. Begin with Chapter 2 unless the results of your self-assessment indicate

that you should do otherwise.
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In each chapter, do the following: ,.

1. Read:'
t Background information

Steps and procedures for performing skilled activities and explanations of major points
arid i4eas.
Examples illustrating use of information, performance, or skill, or application of material

2. Consider the questions and exercises in the text. Work the questions and check your answers.
3 . When you believe that you have niastered the material, take the Self-Test at the end of the

cpapier. . .

4 . Check your answers ,..h those provided in the Appendix at the end of the booklet. If you
achieve at ledst the minimum acceptable score, move to the next chapter. jf your score is
below acceptable levels, work through the chapter again.

Self-Assessment Pretest

/
Directions: The purpose of jhe self-assessment is to assist you to focus on specific areas that are

strengths and limitations of your knowledge and skills of interpersonal communication. Select the best
answer for each'question and record it in the appropriate space. After you have worked through the
entire pretest, check your answers with those provided in the Appendix and score your test following
the directions at the bottom of the pretest.,

,

1. What part of the communication process concerns suggesting a program of action to respond
to another person's comment? Answer: ,

2. Only the speaker in a conversation has responsibility for conveying meaning in a cOnversa-
tion. Answer: True or False

3 . Which of the following behaviors is not associated with the communication process of "at-
tending" to the other person?
a) speaking to the speaker
b) eye contact .

c) listening fof feeling and emotion from the speaker
d) avoiding physical objects that, might serve' as barriers between you and speaker

4 . On the average, how much of the average face-to-face message Is conveyed by non-verbal
means?
a)20% c) 50%
b) 40% dy 70%

,

5.. What happens to your message if you say one thing but do something else? Answer
-

6 . Which of the' follov.ing types of communication devices is least useful for clearly conveying
and understanding a spoken message? .......
a) examples
b) eye Contact
d) feedback
d) repetition

7 . If you offer feedback to a speaker after receiving a communication, you should do which of
the following?
a) locus on description and observation

i
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C.

*It

b) focus on behavior and individual personality
c) focus on judgment and evaluation

8 About how many words per minute can the average person's mind process?
a) 250
b) 500
c) 750
d) 1000

9 .Which of the following behaviors is not a bad listening habit?
aLtrying to outline everything ybu hear
b) avoiding difficult material
c) preparing your responses before the speaker finishes what he/she is saying
d) criticizing the speaker's mannerisiT or gestures
e) resisting distractions

10.As an average listener, if you hear a conversation today, aboutxhow much of it are you likely
te remember tomorrow?
a) 20%
b) 40%
c) 60%

11.Pface in order of importance, from most important to least important, the following techni-
ques for improving listening effectiveness.
a) separate fact and opinion
b) listen to an idea all the way through before forming zn opinion
c) ask clarifying question or make summary statements
d) determine the importance of the information to us

12:Which of the following items is not a use of questions for apprentices?
a) ask for and receive feedback
b) clarify expectations,and requirements
c) build self-esteem
d) offer an opinion
e) ciffer assistance and encouragement

13:Read the following question and suggest what may be wrong with it.
"Am I to read the information on metric measurenient and on unions from the text and work
the exercises?"

Answer:

14.Which of the following factors is least important .in asking good questions?
a) timing
b) grammar
c) voice tone
.d) tact/assertiveness

15.What is the purpose and what is the intent of the following question?
Question: "Why is it important to learn to ask questions?".
Answers: Purpose .

Intent

or 01.
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Chapter Overview

Purpose: To insure that each apprentice masters fundamental communication
skills.

Preassesment: Write in the following space the number of correct answers from pretest
Score questions 1-7 If you answered at least six correctly, skip to

Chapter 3. If you missed two or more, continue work kthis chapter.

Resources: Time - at least 60 minutes to complete.
Materiak- pencil.

Performance At the conclusion of your work in this chapter you critique communica-
Statement: tion and recall information such that you can point out strengths,

1. nations and communication strategies.

Performance .A fifteen-minute paper-and-pencil test to be' taken in the related
Measure: subjects setting.

Standards: To be successful you must answer at least 70 percent of the pbsttest
items correctly.

Activities: 1. Read text, examples and illustrations and commit information to
memory.

2. Work questions, examples and problems.
3. Complete and check the self-test exercises and posstest.

Introduction and Objectives /
Thoughts, ideas, feelings and understandings.= individual or personal experiences. To share

these events, you must communicate with another person. The most frequent form of communication
for human beings is speech. Using words, as well ,as gestures and expressions, people are able to ex-
plore, express, test and share meaning. Such sharing is possible if the people involved in the com-
municafion use words, gestures, and expressions in a way that accurately conveys meaning and if the
people involyed in the conversation attend to what each is trying to convey to the other. This two-way
type of commuhication is critical. Each party in the coMmunication must work to clarify, preseth and
understand individual coinmnnications.
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This chapter is about elements Within the process of interriersonal communication. It addresses
several of the more important components in the communication process including non-verbal com-
munication, feedback, and verbal communication. When you. have completed your work in this unit,
you will demonstrate your understanding by being able to:

1. Identify elements of a communication:

2. Critique and clarify, samples of indiiridual communications in the Work setting;

3. Critique Communication and provide feedback; and

4. Interpret and respond to non-verbal communication.

Principles, Examples and Applications

The Communication Process

Suppose as an apprentice, you are working at your station when another apprentice on the floor
who has been working on'a different machine walks into your area. With an irritated scowl on his face,
he curses and complains about having been "ordered by the foreman to stop working on the press and
to sweep up this area." You remember that recently the apprentice had been moved from clean-up
duty to working on the new printing press and was excited about finally learning some, skills with the
machines. Further, the trainee had been looking forward to working on the large, rush printing order
the shop had received for that week. Suddenly and without explanation he had been taken off the job
before it even began. He picked up the push broom and began sweeping, but he was not happy about
it. No one spoke to him.

Three basic points are important in this situation. First, people tend to react to the way something
is said and to what is not sdid rather than to what is said. The foreman, overhearing the apprentice's
complaint, may tell him to shut up and stop complaining and completely miss the fact that the appren-
tice is disappointed and cpnfused. Second, what people say and how they say it usually S based on the
way people feel, Feelings influence behavior and particularly communication. Understanding feelings
is essential to interpreting a communication. The apprentice was angry at having been given no ex-
planation for why he-had been "demoted" to clean-up detail. Further, he was disappointed about not
getting to work and contribute on an imOortant job for the company. The person ,speaking needed to
realize that feelings affect communication. If a speaker is aware of feelings then he or she can say what
is meant. Third, for there to be meaningful. communication, people must share meaning. They must
speak with one another and engage in the process of (a) initiating communication, (b) attending to
communication and (c) responding in communication.

The communication process is illustrated in Figure 1. The arrows indicate the direction of the flow
of communiation.

*sec_

Figure 1: The Communication Process

Person #1

Initiating
Attending
Responding

Person #2

Attending
Responding

Attending,
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Initiating

The first part of the communication process is termetf initaling. It refers to the process of speak-
ing and gesturing to someone, else in order to begin a conversation or communication. It involves (a)
deciding what you want to say; (b) making the other conversants aware (or getting their attention)of
your desire andintention to communicate; and (c) offering your comments. In deciding what you want
to say, you must decide on both the purpose and the intent of your comment or questiOn. Your purr
pose is the "why" of your comment and your intent is "what" you hope to achievp. Remember, your

410 feelings and your reason influence both what you want to say and how you want to say it.
Getting the attention of the othq conversants is the second taSk in the initiation process.

Sometimes the speaker does this by simply appearing on the scene,, sometimes by .gesturing, and
sometimes with his or her voice. In the example of the upset apprentice0 the print shop, he got the at-
tention of everyone else by coming.into the room and by raising his voik in anger. In other instances,
whispers, questions, shouts or simply speaking may be sufficent for getting attention.

The third, part of the initiatingAprocess is offering your comment. As an initiator, you offer words
and gestures to indicate what you mean. Again, remember that not qnly what you say, but also (a) how
you say it, (b) the gestures you use, and (c) what you do not say ajeasimportant as what you say. Ideas
aboOt ways to speak' effectively are ,included elsewhere in this .chap v.

Attending

The process of attending to the communication of the initiator in a conversation involves paying
attention, listening, observing, anct thinking about what is being said. This process inyolves avoiding

lying objects 'such is' desks between you and the person speaking, watching for non-verbal clues to
the meaning of the message being spoken, listening to the wor oken and unspoken, establishing
and maintaining eye contact with the speaker, and considering both w at is said and the way it is said.
Do not fdrget to take the feeling (emotion) of the speaker into account as you think about the meaning
of the coinmunication.

The process of attending is absolutely critical. It is the way you come to understand. It Is so im-
portant that other parts of this chapter are devoted to non-verbal communication. A whole chapter is
devoted io listening, the most crIcal part of the attending process.

Responding

The third part of the communication process is responding. It includes considering what the other
person has said; capturing the gist of what was Said and certifying that your understanding is correct;
using words 'that show that you understand the message spoken; formulating your response; and
delivering your response. Responding encompasses all the elements of initiating ekcept that
awareness/attention has been established because the speaker offered an original comment to which
the respondent- replied. Further, responding has the added responsiblity of requiring the responding
conversadi to use the initial comment as the basis for his or her, own comment. The anticedetir com-
ment must serve as the stimulus anebackground for the responding comment .in order for meaning to
e shared.

-Factors That Influence Communication

Communication is a two-way process that involves both the sender and receiver of infortnation in
working witb the words and gestures that constitute the message sent and received. A number of fac-,
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torOnfluence the effectiveness of communications. Among the more important factors are those of
self, atiirude/outlook, and language.

Self

Your experience as a communicator influences your ability tO communicate effectively. If you
lack self-confidence or experience, you may hestiate to engage in conversation or may be reluctant to
ask clarifying questions. This may result in little personal growth in either self-confidence or ex-

:
perience.

Figure 2 is a communication skills survey that will help you to consider your strengths and limita-,
tions related to communication situations. Take a few minutes and complete the survey by checking
the appropriate column. Answer honestly and remeMber that there are no right or wrong answers.

1

. .Figure 2: Communication Survey

4

Item

.

YES
(Usually-
Always)

NO'
(Seldom- ,

Never)

. .
,

1. Is is difficult for you to talk with other people?

2. Is it difficult for you to accept criticism?
'

3. Does it seem that people usually are interested in
what you have to say?

,

4. If you do not understand something that some-
one has said, do you ask the speaker to explain
the comme t or directions?

5. Do you thi k that people usually understand
your comments without attitional explanation?

6. Do the words you speak usually come out the
way you want them to? ,

7. Do you pay attention wheif other people are talk-
- ing?, (Don you catch yourself not paying atten-

tion?) .
-8. In conversations, do you talk more than the

other people?

9. When talking, do you allow the other person to
finish speaking before you blgizi.

10. Do you agree or disagree with others because of
concern about how they will feel about you?

.. .

.

i

,
,.

,

.

I.

.

, .

.

. .
_

Adapted from: LE. Nelsen. Occupational Survival Skills. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign; 1979.
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_Look back over your answers. If you answered any of the questioni in the following way, you
have identified areas where you may need to work.

Probably
O.K.

Probably,
Needs Work

#1 No Yes

#2 No Yes

#3 Yes No
#4 Yes No
#5 Yes , No
#6 Yes No
117 Yei No
118 No Yes

#9 . Yes% No
#10 No Yes

Self-concept and self-image are directly affected by communication skills because everyone is

aware of how other people respond to what they say. It is important because the way you present
yourse1f in words and actions has a great deal to do with how well the words you are speaking are ac-

cepted. S.

Attitude and Outlook

Communicating with words and gestures creates problems of misunderstanding because words

are, at best,.symbols. Their meanings change as the context in which they are spoken change. Further,
words sometimes mean different, things to different people. Problems occur when the speaker and
listener assume that the way tlifi individual uses a word is exactly the way the other also uses a word.
The result can be confuskm becaute there can be no shared meaning if there is no agreement about the
meaning-of words betiveen the sencrer and the receiver of 'a message.

The problem of, context is fattier complicated by the attitudes of the people engaged in the con-
versation. For example, people hear what they expect and want to hear. Past experience and current
needs or wants condition everyone to listen, see and read selectively. As a result, sometimes the people
to whom you speak miss completely the point you are making even though you have spoken carefully.
Likewise, sometimes the listener will focus on a relatively minor part of the message that was related to
the listener's past experience while Missing the primary point of the message. In similar fashion, being
cold, hot, hudgry, tired, bored, angry, excited, or nervous can cause the listener to focus on only a
small part of a message and to miss the major ideas.

Another compounding problem associated (arith the influence of attitudes and situations on
understanding meaning is the tendency of everyone to evaluate the message they receive. It is only
natural for a listener to hear a speaker and to decide if he or she agrees or disagrees withwhat is said
from his or her bwrrpoint of view. Often listeners consider messages in terms of riglit-wrong, good-
bad, reasonable-illogical and so forth without regard to the possiblity that' the message may eithei not

need to- be eyaluated or may be both good and gad or somewhere between reasonable and illogical.
Remember, to evaluate means to place, to compare and to value what is said in terms of your own.
values. Only after understanding the facts can you place a ,value on what is said.

. 4
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Languagi

The meaning of words depends on the context in which they are tind as well as the past experience
of the people who are using the words. Remember, there is no cOmmunication if /he persons engaged
in the conversation do not agree on the meaning of the words. Words are simply'tools for conveying
meaning in communication in the same way that saws and hammers are the tools for building a house.
As with saws and hammers, you must practice 'using words in order to become a 'skillful user of the
tools. Practice comes from reading, from writing, from.speaking and from thinking. Additional prac-
tice comes from avoiding problems that arise in ianguage use. These problems include:

Use of Jargon. Every group of friends and workprs develops its own special language or iis own
specialswords with particular meanings. This is especially true in the skilled trades where one of the im-
portant tasks is to learn the terms, slang and jargon of the trade: Remember, persons outside your
trade 'and/or your group of friends may 'not understand the particular meaning you have for certain
words. Likewise, you may know the exact meaning other people apply to particular words.

Emotional Words. Words convey emotion. Sometimes for very unusual reasons a simple word
like union or management or conservative or liberal can convey a message that was not intended by the
speaker. In such instances, the listener heard only what he/she consciously or unconsciously wanted to
hear because of past eNeriences and the emotions associated with those experiences.

Assuming Too Much. Everyone assumes too often that the person to whom they are speaking (or
writing) knoWs more about the message being sent than they actually do. Who has not been in a con-
versation in which they did not know what the speaker was saying even though the speaker believed
they did. Always assume the person with whom you are speaking does not know what you are talking
about unless they tell you otherwise.

Non-Verbal Communication

People communicate not only through words, but also through gestures, eye contact, facial ex-
pressions, and posture. In fact, people learn to communicate through gestures months befoit they
learn to speak and years before they learn to write. It is a.skill used throughout life. Non-verbal com-
munication facilitates both speaking and listening. Findings from a number of research studies suggest
that perhaps as much as 70 percent of any face-to-face message is conveyed non-verbally. This means
that the tone of your voice and the look in your eyes are at least as important as what you say. Further,
when words and gestures are used together, they greatly reinforce the spoken communication. For ex-
ample, say you see a long-time acquaintance whom you have not seen in some time. You say, "I'm
really glad to see you!" Obviously, you are conveying a message, but image how much stronger that
message would be if your words were accomunied by a firm handshake, an embrace,, a smile, a hearty
and excitedyoice tone, or emphasis on theVord "really'. In this latter instance, gestures and words
support and reinforce one another.

There are three major types of non-verbal communication of concern: (I) consistency, (2) voice
tone, and (3) .eye contact and posture. Each is a tool for effective communication.

Consistency

Remember that actions speak at least as loudly and as eloquently as words. If you say something
like "Nice job" to another worker, but do so in an insincere tone of voice,,or without pause in the con-
text of another conversation, or without really paying attention to the product of the work, you will
generate confusion. Your words will have said one thing but your actions will have said something else.
Remember, when a contradition occurs between verbal communiCation and non-verbal communica-
tion, usually the non-verbal message will prevail. Actions are more eloquent than words.

0'
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Voice Tone,

The soutid of your voice usually reflects your innermost feelings. Factors-of concern include
pitch, quality/volume alid rate/rhythm. Of partictear gncer? is pitch or- the relative highness or
lowness of your voice. Lower pitches usually mean relatively little enthusiasm or interesf while a
relatively high pitch means excitement. Usually a varied pitch indicates interest in the t9pic under con-
sideration and a concern of the speaker. ,

Quality and volume are factdrs' in reinforcing the messages of words. Through varying the
volume, you can emphasize certain ides, phrases, or words. Voice clarity indicates the emotional state
of the speaker; for example, often if you are tense or unsure, your voice will sound unsteady and un-
sure.

Rate/rhythm also indicate to the person to whom you are speaking something about hdw you feel.
Rapid delivery of comments from a speaker may mean that the conversation is inconvenient or not
perceived to be necessary. Faster 'rates coupled with short, tense comments frequently signal irritation.

.Long comments, slow rates, and few pauses may signal indecision while frequent pauses may signal in-
decision, tension or resistance. And silence...remember that silence is eloquent. I; can signal anger, in-),
terest, boredom, confusion, agreement or any of a number of things. Always view silence in the con-
text of whatever else is going on.

Eye, Contact and Posture +.1

Eye contact may convey more information than any other meal's of communickion. Who has not
been silenced by a withering look from a sponse, supervisor, friend, or parent? Remember thal eye
contact is a two-way exchange of information. The speaker "feels" your attention; conversely, you
can get a better understanding of what the speaker is saying by observing facial expressions and eye
movement. It is virtually an unwritten rule of communication in this society that when you talk with
someone, you look at them and they look at you. Likewise, if you look at someone, most peple feel
they should talk. -,

,-
By establishing and maintaining eye contact, the speaker is signaling interest in expressing and

having a point understood. Likewise, establishing and maintaining eye contact frequently is an expres-
sion of confidence and sincerity. Note, however, that eye contact and staring are not the same thing
and that staring often is considered rude and makes the person who you are lookingat feel uncomfOr-
t able.

Posture is another critical non-verbal cue in communication. If you are engaged in communica-
tion, how you sit affects the speaker. If, for example, you aribeing spoken with and you slump back
in your chair, you tend to indicate disinterest or resistance. Instead, if you sit comfortably, relaxed and
slightly inclined toward the speaker, you indicate interest. Not only does this make the speaker unders-
tand that you are supporting and listening, it also tends to make you feel like you should be listening.

Exercises
?

( .

By way of review of information about non-verbal communication, answer the following ques-
tions: - .

.

1. A supervisor explained that a certain work procedure was to be done in a prescribed
manner, following steps a, b, c, and d. Later, however, you observed the supervisor and
several journeymen doing the job using the steps ij, the sequehce of a, d, c, h rather than
a, b, c, d. What communication would.you most ikely believe and why?

4,-

1{-

c
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(

Answer: Which communication?

Why? *

2. 1-low does eye contact affect both the speaker and the listener?

Answer: Speaker

Listener .

3. Spend 15 minutes observing communication around you. Note the (a) posture, (b) eye
contact, (c) gestures, (d) voice tone, and (e) consistency of the participants. What does
your observation tll you about the communication?

Mr

Answers: .

1. Which? - a, d, c, b Why? Actions speak. louder. than words.

2. 4peaker - eye contact from listeners indicates altention, interest Ind support; Listener ,

-eye contact from speaker indicates sincerity, directness and interest.
..

Ways of Improving. the Two-Way Communication Process r

4

There are several direct ways' of improving the two-way communication process including using
feedback and developing effective Speaking/writing techniques.. Each is discussed in turn below. ,

4

Feedback .
Effective communication requires practice at giving the speaker clear indictions of how much of

the message you understand as well as practice at receiving such indications from the person to whom
you are speaking. This process is called giving and receiving feedback. It has a great deal to do with
how well people perform in carrying out asSignments. Only if you understand what is expected of you
elan you do a good job.

The rules and guidelines for feedback are as follows:

I. Focus feedback on description rather than judgeMentin offering feedhack,, concentrate..

on "what" is happening rather than "why" something is happening. The"What" is usually
observable whereas the "why" frequently is a guess on your part. In addition; the "what"
usually can be described; discusied and reassessed if necessary. Further, by clarifying the.
"what" you learn exactly what behaviors are expected. Avoid overloading description with
tcio many details but always try to include examples.

2. Focus feedback' on observable behaviors rather than on personality or inferences
observations aiicl behavior are events that can be seen and/or heard by everyone whereas in-
ferences are guesses about what is going on, or why. Observable feedback deals with what is
going on at the moment or has recently been completed. It rarely deals with events in the dis-
tant ast. The currency of feedback makes it more useful and easier to concentrate on.

, by focusing on events and avoiding judgements of personality and guesses about
motiv., you remove the tendency of the person with whom you are speaking to be defen-
sive. dealing with observable behavior, remember you can deal with all aspects of activity.
Also, r '. I, ember, nothing is'absolute; rather, things exist in degrees. Concentrate feedback
both on things that are done correctly and things that need improvement.'

,

i

I

N

,

,
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3.. Focus feedback on needs of the person to whom it is offeredconsider what can be done
with the feedback you offer. If it is only likely to satisfy your need to say it, you may riot be
helping Much by offering the feedback. Considef the information needs and emotional state
of the person to whom you are speaking. Correct mistakes and offer criticism, but do it in a
constructive fashion. Do not UR feedback co condemn or threaen another .person. Also
avoid offering feedback in situations where-the peron to whom you are speaking has no

-chance of correcting the action or message, even with good feedback.
.1

Inaaddition to these general guidelines, rrnernbes several other ideas when giving feedback. First, it
is a good idea to make a habit of giving and seeking out feedback. This practice will'improve yoUr coni-
munication skills while improving the Possibility that the messages you send and receive are
understood. Know that while Nu may feel iwkward doing tbis at first, your skills will improve witb

practice as 'will your abilities to speak, listen and question. ,

Second; when you are Pioviding feedback, try to proviue paitive statements, especially if part of
the feedbick is negative. In addition, be honest and tell people what you think they mean. Further, use
an economy of words in order to focus on relatively few ideas, comments-or facts. t

Third, if the feedback you have offered brings no improvement or change from the other person,
do not repeat the feedback. Try some other feedback if you believe it -to be warranted, but do not
waste your own time if the other person will not listen. Do not threaten the other person if the other
pecson cannot listen.'

Effective Speaking/Writing Techniques
. _

As a speaker or writer, there are se eral things you can do to improve the prObability that youir
communication will be understood corr ly. Each of several techniques is noted and discussed below.'

,Consider .and Organize Information. Before speaking (or writing), onsider what you want to say
in terms of what you want to accomplish with your comments and fife order in which you want to
make your points. If you know what you want to say and why, your commentS will be brief, more con-
cise andifiore accurate. It is particularly important to organize your facts and ideas if you are arguing a

point or trying to persuade someone of something.
Consider Your Audience. To whom are you speaking? Knowing your audience is almost as impor-

tant as what you vil1 say. Be Sure you are saying or writing information of interest:, concern or need to
the,intended audience. Further, speak, or write using words familiar to the Person or persons with
whoM- you are communicating.

Use Examples. As you offer suggestions, present ideas/concepts or try to make points, off ex-

amples that will help the person(s) with whom you are communicating to understand what you are say-
ing. Draw examples from the experience of the, au&nce because the?, provide immediate insight. -Ex-
amples demonstrate both what you are talking about as well as cases that do not apply.

Avow Distracuons. As you speak or write, avoid distractions. Stick to that main.points. Avoid be-
ing side-tracked and do not introduce confusing ideas. Avoid distracting non-verbal mannerisms and
gestures. Make your non-verbal cues reinforce the words you are speaking. Use eye contact and voice
emphasis. Avoid impulsive mannekisms like cracking your knuckles or drumming your fingers.

.4,
Ask Questions. After you have spoken, ask questions to the person(s) with whom you spoke to see

if they understood what you said. Focus first on your overall aim or idea to be sure it was understood
'before asking about specifii facts or ideas. When you are the listener, ask clarifying queitions and ex-
plain-to people what you thmk they mean. Phrase the questions positively to avoid making the person

to whom you direct 'the question defensive.

k
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Exercises

Check your understanding of communication as a two-way process by answering the, following
questions.

t

1. How are the emotions and attitudes of the people involved in a communicatiorrimpor-
.

tant? Answer:

2. Why should seeking out and giving feedback become a habit?
Answer

3. What kinds of distractions must you avoid when communicating with someone else?
Ansviier

Answers
1. People speak and listen selectively based on past experience,-and attitudes. Some wqrds

cause immediate reaction(
--)

i

4 / \
2. It Npretves speaking 'and listening, both for speaker and listener.

It insures understanding and sharpens skills.

3. Providing unrelated information; sending confusing N e r bal and non-verbal messages;. .
using nervous, attention-robbing gestures.

Additional Information
For additional information you might read:
J. W. Keltner, Elements of Interperson'al Communication Belmont, California: Wadswoi-th

Publishing Co., Inc., 1973.
A!R. E. Nelson. Occupational Survival Skills. Urbana, Illinois University'of Illinois ai Urbana-

Champaign; 1978.

Self-Test Exercises
AnsWer the following questions abouVeffective c pfnmunication. Compare your answers with

those siiggested in the Appendix of this booklet. If ou answer 70alo of the items correctly continue
work in the next chapter. If you score less than 7 o, reopen your work in Chapter 2.

1. Attending to the trainee means physically attending, observing and
to the trainee.

2. What three major tasks are involved with initiating a conversation?
Answers: a.

b.
c.

.3. If your wordsand your actions are contradictory, which is the listener likely to believe?
AnsWer
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. ,

4. Which of the f.ollowing non-verbal types of communication conveys the mast informa-
..

tion? .
,- ....

a. voice tone
b. eye contact
c. hand gestures
d. posture

c ..

5. How, is jargon a language problem in spoken and written communication?
Answer:

6. Why should feedback focus on description of behavior?
Answer:

\

7. What techniques are available for helping you to commtnicat more effectively with an
.,

audience?
Answer:

I

o
,-,

2 r.-1

,
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3. Listening
a

,

Purpose:

Preassessrnent:
:-

. Prerequisites:

Resources:

Performance
Statement:

Performance
Measure:
,

Standards:

'

Activities,:

Chaptet,Overview
...

.4;

...

To insure that each apprentice has a working knowledge Of facts and
skills associated with effective listening.

Write in the following space the number o.f correct answers from ques-
tions 8-1 1
If you answered all. four correctly, skip to Chapter 5. If 'you missed one
or more questions continue work in this chapter.

ChaPters 1 and 2 of this module.

4

ime - at least 60 minutes to complete.
MateAal - Pencil.

At tilliconclusion of your work in this chapter, you will explain pro-
blems with and techniques for effectiw listening.

-?

A cifteen-minute paper-and-penciq test to be taken in the related subject
setting.

To be successful you must answers at, least 70 percent of the posttest
items correctly.
._

I. Read text, examples and illustrations and commit information to
memory.
2. Work questions, examples and problems.i .

3. Complete and check the self-tes$ exercises and posttest.

,

Introduction -And Objectives

Imagine that you are talking with fiiie people when two of theni walk away, the third.turns to the
fourth to speak privately and the fifth responds to your comment with a question that is totally
unrelated to what you were saying. Certainly the behavior of the peoPle with whom you were speaking .
is rude. Just as sure, however, will be your own discomfort and anger, as you realize that no one was

,listening.

.,
On
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In truth, everyone is guilty of poor listening at some time. Even though as much as 90 percent of
all communication is verbal, the average listener remembers only about half of what he or she hears
iminediatek after hearing the information. Within a few hours, only 20 percent to 25 percent of what
unLonsuously ignore IA hatev-cr the speaker is saying. Likewise, a listener may decide unconsciously to
ing et fectiveness decreases,as the nurntier of peoplo engaged in the conversation increases. Listening ef-
fectiveness also deLreases with age. Ineffective listening due to advancing age and ihcreasing number's
of people in the conversation most often is attributable to inattention or preoccupation.

Listening is a natural process. Usually it is taken fOr granted byIndividuals and ignored in instruc:
tional settings, even when .the instructional colltent i interpersonal communication. Nevertheless,
listening imolv s a specific set of comMunication skills that can be improved through instruction,and
practice. The i struclional materials in this chapter are focused on improving listening skills. When
you have comp eted your work in this unit, you will demonstrate your competence by being able to:

. 1. Descr be factors that frequently contribute to lidor listening and understanding;
I

2. Sugge t procedures for improving liTning Skills; and
3. Critiq e conversations and situations' to point out potential problerris.

Prknciples, E*amples and Applications
t.

Factor's Involved with Ineffective tistenrng

Many factors contribute to ineffective listening. Distractions, emotions, prior learning and pre-
judging each can contnbute to missing critical information during a conversation. Even the listener's
own ability to process mformation can contribute to poor listening habits. More specifically, the
average person can talk at a rate of about 1-25 virprds per minute; however, the average mind can pro-
cess about 600 to 800 words,per minute. As a.result, an individual listener in a conversation is left with
"time" to think about other things, "time" to formulate a respOnse for the conversation or "time" to
consider carefully the facts and implications of that which is being said.

If several people aie involved in the conversation, ,the listener is left with even more "time". ThY
fact, the larger the number of people involved in 'a °L.'onversation, the greater amount of time any one
person spends listening. If just two people are having,a conersaaoh, each probably will be talking and
listening about 50 percent of thetime. If four peoplg are engaged in conversation, each will be listening
about 75 percent of the time. This means that not only is there more time for listening, but also there
are more opportunities for distraction. As a result,The' need to listen carefully increases proportionate-
ly as the number of people in,the conversation increases.

Typical reasons for ineffective listening, together with a brief explanation of each, are discussed
throughout this chapter. As you read about each reason', think about your listening experiences and
observe the coMersations around yOu. See how many of these problems you can Spot.

Disoactions

Distractions are the most frequent cadse of ineffective listening. A distraction can be almost
anything that is detected by your senses while you are listening to someone else talk. It may be music or
other voices that interfere with the voice to which you are listeniRg. Likewise, it may be vkual stimuli
that you conscidusly or unconsciously notice, olfactory stimuli that you smell or tactile stimuli that you,
feel. Almost anything in the environment can become a distraction. Even `things not in the environ-
ment such as your memory can operate as a distraction if something the skaker says triggers a
recollection in your mind.
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The distraction problem is especially acute if the listener must sit or stand quietly for long periods
of time while listening to the speaker. The attention span of everyone is limited.

Examples of distractions that you may have encountered in job related listening probably include
the noise made by nearby machines or equipment while you were talking, sudden changes in lighting or
the atmosphere in the area in which you were speaking, or the appearance of a new smell. One or more
of these distractions probably have interfered with conversations.

Emotions, Convictions and Biases

A second major cause of ineffective listening is a combination of factors called emotions, convic-
tions, and biases. Often as yo1U listen to a speaker, the words spoken and ideas expressed evoke strong
feelings within you. Sometimes you feel anger, sometimes joy, and sometimesiexcitement. Each kind
of emotion can cause you to tune out, unconsciously and unintentionallY comments that are in opposi-
tion or contradiction to the primary emotion you are feeling.

Convictions are even more problematic than emotions for effective listening. Human beings have
a tendency to listen to (and for) onlythose things that they want to hear. This means that people attend
to inthrmation that supports their own views while they ignore infor ipn that contradicts their own
opinions. Often the average listener actuall)i edits conversations simp cutting out the information
that he or she disagrees with.

Biases also edit conversations, but usually in more insidious wa s. Biasës1imi what the listener
heais through preconceived notions about the speaker anckhe messag before the message is delivered.
For example, a listener may look at a speaker and decide that the spe ker looks stupid or sloppy and
'unconsciously ignore whatever the speaker is gaying. Likewise, a liste er may decide unconsciously to
'disagree or devalue the message of the speaker without ever listening o it.

Examples of listening ineffectiveness due to emotion, conviction r bias that you may have en-
countered on the job include worker unwillingness or resistance to list to a pew supervisor because
he or she is different from the okl supervisor; because he or she is a wom n, a minority or a disabled in-
dividual; or because he or she uses different mannerisms, speech patter s, or communication techni-
9ues. Emotions most frequently cause ineffective listening on the job wh certain emotionally loaded
words like "union",, "boss", "scab", or "goldbrick", are used inapprop iately. Emotions aroused by
using inappropriate words and phrases result in the listener hearing tir words, but missing the
speaker's ideas.

Prejudging and Overstimulation \
\Sometimes when listeners are truly involved in a conversation:they become overstimulated by

what is being said. This results in listeners leaping to premature conclusions a out what the speaker is
saying. For example, a listener may leap to premature conclusions and begin o form his or her own
response before the speaker has finished speaking. Likewise, listeners s.metinies leap to conclusions
because they either disagree with part of what is being said and want to reinforc that idea with an ex-
ample from their own personal experience. Similarly, listeners may disagree sharply with the speaker
and want to challenge publicly what the speaker is saying. Sometimes the need to allenge an idea can
be stimulated by a single idea or fact that listeners know to be incorrect. In their e fort to concentrate
on correcting that fact, the overall thrust of the speaker's argument is lost.
",` Emotional factors also can contribute to overstimulalion and ineffective liste ing. On the job,
this frequently happens to new or young employees who, when confronted by a sup cAsor they want
to please, try so hard to listen to what is being said that they only hear a small portion T'the comment

hile missing the gist of the conversation. In other instances, single phrases can trigge anger in ways
at blot out everything else that is said. Further, no matter how hard the speaker tries t reorder what

e or she is saying to help the listener understand, the listener's mental block may con inue.
,
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Prejudging alsc; involves non-verbal factors of communication. Too often the type of clothes, the
physical appearance of the speaker, the speaker's rnInnerisms or habits, or the speaker's voice tone
and facial expression cause a listenerto miss the spok7n meaning a the words. While you rhust pay at-
tention to these don-verbal clues in order to receive the complete message, if they contradict the verbal
message, receive emphasis instead of the words, or simply do not support the words, they can be a pro-
blem. Further, if the non-verbal cues are similar to those used by the listener in certaidgituations, upon
seeing them, the listener assumes the context will go in certain directions, regardless of whether it does
or not. .e.

..

Partial Listening

,P,artial listening is a factor that can take several forms including fragmented listening and pretend
lls,sening. Fragmented listening occurs when the 4istener listens only for certain points or facts rather
than attempting to understand the entire idea being discussed. Pretebd listening occurs when- the
listener either is unintetested in what is going on or is waiting for his/her turn to speak. In either case
the listener does not concentrate on the message being delivered by the speaker'and probably will miss
what is being said.

One especially difficult type of partial listening is the tendency of everyone to avoid difficult sub-
ject matter. Often listeners may engage in the more elementary parts of the conversation, but "tune-
out" as the content of the message becomes increasingly complex or difficult even though they may
still pretend to be lis ning. The usual iesult is that listeners become completely lost because
misunderstood sentences r missed words become cumulative, Soon they are helplessly lost in the con-
versation and do not/c ot respond or clarify the'rnessage. . .

IneffeFtive listening increases as persons get older, due largely to the individuals acquiring and
practicing poor listening habits. The most frequently used bad habits have been depicted in Figure 3.
Note that the list highlights the factors previously discussed.

..

..

Figure 3: Bad Listening Habits

1. Premature dismissal of subject matter as uninteresting or unrelated.

2. Criticizing sp'eaker's apperince, mannerisms and delivery.

3. Becoming overstimulated by a remark and preparing your response before the speaker has
finished talking.

4. Listening only for facts and/or minor points rather than the main idea..
5. Trying to outline everything you hear.

6. Pretending to pay attention to the speaker.

7. Noticing (or not working to ignore) distractions.

8. Avoiding difficult materials.

9. Permitting emotional words to affect the listener:

10. Wasting the time between the rate of speaking words and the rate of thinking.
a

,

Adapted from. Ralph A. Nichols and Leonard A. Stevens. Are fou Listening? McGraw Hill Book Co.; New
York; 1957.

) 3
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Exercises

Answer the following questions about ineffective listening.
1. Imagine you are observing a conversation between a supervisor and an employee. The

employee is complaining about a piece of equipment that continues to- break. The
supervisor's "beepeD" goes off and the supervisor excuses himself. What happened and what
would you recommend to the employee?

2. List all the poor listenin.g.habits you can recall.:

3. Observe a typical conversation for 10 minutes. How many poor habits did you notice? Do
this on-the-job and at home. In what settings does better listening occur?

Answers

1. , _,distraction, start over with the compliant
2. refer to .Figure 2.

Improving Listening Effectiveness

Becauk each individual is unique, it is impossible to establish a single set of rules for effective
listening. However, there follows a set of strategies that you can useselectively to improve your listen-
ing skills. The basic idea is that while yOu listen, try to imagine yourself saying what the other person is
saying. In that way, you can see, where problems in logic or meaning exist.

e"

Ask Clarifying Questions or Offer Clarifying Comments.

The most usefuftechnique for effective listening is to ask clarifying questions or to make clarify-
ing comments. A clarifying question is a question that you as a listener ask the speaker about what she
or he said. In the question you state exactly what you think you undeistand the speaker to have said
and ask if your understanding is correct. Frequently you will ask clarifying questions about both the
main ideas of the conversation and more detailed facts or points. Usually, it is a good idea, when sug-
gesting what you understand, to include examples that demonstrate what you believe you have learned.
Do not be bashful or self-conscious in asking the questions because the conversation is simply wasted
time if both parties do not benefit from the experience. Ask your questions in a positive manner that
does not require the speaker to defend his or her position. Ask your' question so that it permits the
speaker to offer additional explanation or description. For example, imagine that another electronics
apprentice is describing or showing you how to wire a particular circuit in a machine. The explanation
is difficult because of the number of capacitors and resistors in the circuit. When the apprentice has
finished his explanation, you are not sure you understand how to do the job. here are several ways
you could question the speaker. You could say "Would you 'expect t ?" or "What does this
capacitor do again?" However, the most effective type of question would be a clarifying question that
would indicate what you believe you understand from the explanation and ask if it is correct. Your
comment might begin "If I understand this, first I believe...What do I have confused, and how?" If
your understanding is correct, then ask a second question about some part of the explanatiOn about
wbia you are less certain. By indicating what you think you know, you identify for the speaker the
areas where you need additional information.

A clarifying comment is a summary statement or a summary comment that you offer at the con-
clusion of the speaker's comment. It indicates what you believe to have been the main point of the
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speaker's comment. By using it, you ask if your understanding is correct. This means you must think
about what the.speaker is saying'both in terms of the speaker's purpose and the message content.
Then, before you answer the speaker's question or offer krelated comment, you,suggest what Ou
believe you understood. The speaker must then either confirm or correct your understanding before
you respond. -

Adopt a Predisposition for Listening

Several techniques will help you be a more effective lfstoer with relatively little effort. For exam-..
ple, as a listener, you improve the probability of understanding by: (1) assuming the, speaker has
something worthwhile to say; (2) avoiding and ignoring distractions including the urge to daydream;
(3) looking at the speaker and standing or sitting quietly while maintaining eye contact; and (4)listen-
ing to the speaker's entiresomment 6efore forming an opinion or response. Each of these techniques
improves your receptivity to information 'as a listener.

Think With and Ahead of the Speakgr

Work with and ahead of the speaker to think about what is being said. More specifically, process
the information so that you separate out, in your own Mind, the speaker's purpose, facts, main ideas
and opinions. For example, you need to identify for your own thinking the speaker's main idea. Once
you have noted the main idea, then you can consider each of the supporting facts separately in order to
decide jf each is valid, reasonable, and supportive of the main idea. The main idea is usually the
speaker's topic and conclusion. Supporting ideas are usually the evidence -- the pOints, facts and
opinions -- a speaker uses to back-up or register the main idea. As you think about the evidence of-
fered by the spealir, try to separate fact from opinion; then decide if the facts are valid, sufficient,
and compelling., For opinions, decide if they are justified and logical. Further, note intended or
unintended bias. Decide if the factstand.opinions offered support the cittftral idea and if they are rele-
vant to your own information needs. Further, determine if 'the entire comment or argument is logical
or reasonable.

Attend to Non-Verbal Messages

The words spoken are one message, The way they are spoken is a second message. You must
"listen" to the non-verbal message because it reveals the true feelings of the speaker. Look for and
listen for voice tone, gestures, eye contact and the other non-verbal cues Mentioned earlier. Be par-
ticularly careful to note instances when verbal and non-verbal information reinforce each other as well
as instances when they contradict,each other. Both kinds of information are essential for understan7
ding.

Figure 4 lists the better listening habits including those discussed above.

0,
-01)
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Figure 4. Good Listenting Habits

1. Loa for areas of common interest or concern between yourself and the speaker.

2. (Listen to content and non-verbal cues, but avoid non-verbal distractions.

3. Hear the entire comment before responding.

4. Listen for,new ideas and supporting facts and opinions.

5. Listen for a while' before taking notes or consideringl response.

6. Work at being predisposed ft) listen.

7. Avoid or eliminate distractions.

8. Work at listening to difficult material.

9. Avoid being distracted by emotional words or phrases.

10. Use thought speed to think with and ahead'of the speaker, considering, purpose,
evidence, and logic.

A.dapted from: R.G. Nichols and L.A. Stevens, Are You Listening? NeW York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957.

Additional Information

F.or additional information about effective listening, you may want to read:

C.H. Weaver. Human Listening. Indianpolis: Bobbs-Merrill EduCational Publishing, 1972.

E.A. ErwaY: Listening. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1979.

Self-Test Exercises

gs Answer the following questions about listening. Check your answers with those in the Appendix.
lr you answer 70% of the items' correctly, continue work in the next chapter. If you score less than
70%, repeat your work in this,chapter.

I. Approximately. what percentage of all communication is verball

4)55% (c)75%
(b)65% (d)8507o

11
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2. Vxplain what is meant' by the "time difference': between the number of words per minute
that can be spoken by the average speaker and tkaumber of words that can be processed Per
minute by the average mind.

Answer

3. What is the most frequent cause of ineffective listening.?
.91

Answer

4. If a fellow apprentice says something that is partially wrong and you miss the part that is right
in order to correct the part that. is wrong, what has happened:

Answer'

5. What is the most useful technique for effective listening?

Answer

6. How does assuming the speaker has something to say and looking at the speaker improve
listening?

Answer.

If

98_
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* 4. Asking Questions

Purpost:

Chapter Overview

To acquaint .apprentices with information about and techniques for
asking questions.

Preassessment Write in the following space the number of correct answers from
Score: Pretest questions 12-15._ Ifyou answered all four questions correct-

ly, skip to the posttest. If you missed one or more questions continue
work in this chapter.

Prerequisites: Chapter 1 and 2 of this module.

Resources: Time - at least '45 minutes tO complete.
Material - Pencil.

Performance At the conclusion of your work in this chapter, you will critique and
Statement: pose questions demonstrate their effective use,

Performance A fifteen-minute paper-and-pencil test to be taken in the related
Measure: subjects setting.

Standards: To be successful you must answer at least 70 percent of the posttest
items correctly.

Activities: 1. Read text, examples and illustrations and commit information to
memory.

2. Work questions, examples and problems.
3. Complete and check the self-test exercises and posttest.

Introduction and Objectives

Asking questions is the most useful and critical Communication skill. A question expresses an idea
and seeks a response from the person to whom it is asked. Questions are the principal communication
tools available to you to gather and 'assemble information about the situations in which you find
yourself. Among the purposes for. which yck as an apprentice can use questions are:

seek new information about joh requirements, work procedures and expectations;
I.
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review and clarify your understanding of information, of directions or instructions, or major
points and of summaries of activities; *

ask for and receive evaluations and feedback of work;

focus attention on particular problems or concerns;

-:?-f&piest . ilance or encouragement;

,
offer assistance or encouragement; and

,.......:-

-

i

s

build self-esteem, self-confidence and self-awareness.

* The primary reason for asking questions is to gain additional information. There is a direct rela-
tionship letween the type and form of question you ask,and the type of informational response you
receive. If*, ask only specific, narrow and fact-related questions, then most likely you will receive
specific, narrow,and fact-related responses. If you ask a question that can be answered in yes and no
terms, then most likely you will receive a yes-no response. If you ask a question that deals with infor-
mation transfer and application, then most likely you will receive an information transfer or applica-..

tion response.
As you work through this chapter, you willlearn about and practice asking questions. You will

demonstrate your competence in this skill'upon completion of the unit by being able to:

1. Critique questions so as to explain their strengths, limitations and majoi components; and
...,

,
2. Construct and pose appropriate questions for various types of situations.

Principles, Examples and Applications

Good questions are questions that elicit the kind of response the questioner desires. Questions are
judged by their clarity arid their ability to elicit needed information. Clear questions leave no doubt.
about the purpose of the question. Further, good'questions permit the respondent to focus on the con-,
cerns of the questioner, to elaborate on information or to explain the relationship of ideas and facts.

Questions art of different types and are grouped according to the type of information required to
answer the question. For example, some questions are uncomplicated and require only simple recall of
specific facts to provide the single right answer to the question. This is a question like "What tool is
this?", such questions are called convergent questions. Other types of questions called divergent gilts-
dons require that many types of information be presented to answer the question. An example of a
divergent question is. "How many different ways can you weld this type of joint?"

Asking good questions -- questions that are clear and that elicit the information you seek from the
question -- requires practice and effort. The liklihood of your being successful in your questioning ef-
forts is increased both with practice and by following several basic rules associated with asking ques;
tions. The basic rules are: \

1. Identify Purpose(s) of Question

Before-speaking, consider the purposes you want to achieve with your question. The purpose Of
your question is the "why" for asking the question. The purpose may be to acquire additional infor-

/
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mation; to clarify learner understandings of tasks, expectatiorfs, or prior learning; or to seek or offer
help or assistance. Whatever the purpose, communicate it to your listener. Remember, your questions
stimulate thought from the person to whom .you asked the question in addition to meeting your in-
dividual information needs.

Sometimes your question may serve more than one purpose. When that is the case, phrase the
question so that each purpose is clear and their order of importance is understood. It is your respon-
sibility to phrase the question in understandable.terms. The person to whom you ask, the question can-
not provide you with the answers you seek unleis he or she understands what you want.

As you think about purpose, recall that the purpose and the intent of the question may not be the
same thing. The purpose is the underlying reason for asking the question while the intent is the infor-
mation or benefit you hope to achieve from asking the question. For example, say you have the task of
taking down and cleaning up wooden forms used to pour concrete floors. You know how to use the
hammer and najl-pull to take down the forms and take out the nails. You,do not know, however,
where to* stack the lumber for future use or where to discard the unusable scraps. Therefore, you ask,
the crew chief where and how he or she wants the reusable lumber stacked and where to put the trash.
Your purpose in asking the question was to seek new information in order to dp your job as you
understood it. Your intent was to learn exactly where to put .the products of you ext task.

Exercises

Consider each of the following several qUestions and identify the purpose and the intent of the
question.

1. "How large in inches did you say that the pins we are making for that machine must be?"

Purpose: Intent:

2., Where are the tools for lay-out and paste-up work?

Purpose: Intent:

3. May I help you answer the gustomer's question?

Purpose: Inteht:

Answers

1. Purpose: Reconfirm understanding Intent: Determine length of part

2. Purpose: *New information Intent: Locate needed tools

3. Purpose: Offer assistance

2. Phrase Question Carefully

Intent: Determine if person to who question is
asked needs/wants help

Before you speak, consider exactly hoW you will Phrase each question. When phrased properly, a
good question will hg,e the characteristics of: (1) conveying both your purpose and intent in asking the
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question; (2) using vocabulary shared by you and the person to whom you are asking the question; (3)
being phrased so that it' is grammatically acceptable.

Conveying purpose and intent. As indicated earlierr yowmustilo this in order for the question to
be understood and/or answered. A good question Will leave no doubt about what is being asked, even
if those to whom the question is put neither know the answer nor how to find it. Just say exactly what
you mean. Further, when possible, avoid asking questions that can be answered simply by saying yes or
no unless that is the information you want. For 'example, say for your related subjects information
class you must calcute the force necesarY to lift a load using various types of pulleys. You wonder if
you must use the formula over again each time, or if there is some acceptable shortcut you could use
within certain sets of questions. Before you ask the question, you phrase it two different ways in your
head:

Option #I: Do I have to use the formula over again from the beginninz for each
problem?

Option #2: Would you please explain the rules about finding out how much force is
needed to lift a load with different types of pulleys? I went.to know if there is
a shortcut I can use to save some time.

You' realize that the first option provides an opportunity for a yes/no answer. In addition, it is
somewhat unclear about the purpose and intent. Option 2 is better although it could still be improved.
It clearly identifies both purPose and intent as well as avoiding yes/no types of answers.

Using vocabulary shared by you and the person to whom you are asking the questions. The most
important rules about vocabulary are to avoid ambiguous statemenq and to use words and phrases ap-
propriate to the task and that both you and the person to whom you are speaking understand. Too fre-
quently the person asking the question assumes that the person to whom the question is being asked
knows more than they do about whatever it is that the questioner is thinking. Remember, even when
the two of you are working together, if you ask a question, you must set the limits on the answer and
indicate the situation about which you are asking/thinking. Without.the context, the person to whom
you are speaking will not understand what you have asked or need. In addition, give as much informa-
tion as possible about what you are asking in the vocabulary that you choose. Be sure to use words you
both understand. Also use any job-specific terms that help to explain what you want to know. Be
direct; do not beat-around-the-bush because it too often causes confusion.

The following example makei these points graphically. The situation is that of a beginning ap-
prentice plumnber who must solder copper pipe in a bathhouse and he does not remember the type of
solder to use. The apprentice considers two ways of asking the question. The purpose is to get, specific
task information and the intent is to find out what kind of material to use.

Option V.' Am I right in assuming that acid flux solder is correct for use with cOpper
tubing_in a bathhouse?

Option #2: What kind of solder should I use on copper tubin hat carries water?.
Option two is clearly the less ambiguous question. Furthei; it uses more appropriate and direct

, language.
Phrasing question so that it.is grammatically acceptable The language in your questions does not have
to be perfect, but it does need to express your thought and do !/(: in a way that does not make the per-
son to whom you are' speaking think that you are illiterate or stupid. The following graiiimatical
guidelines will help:
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I. Use the correct verb tense. Tense means the timing of verbs or when the aCtion you are
describing has, is, or will take place. The most important tenses are present, past and
future tenses. Note that for regular tense verbs, the past tense simply-adds an "ed" to
the present tense while the future tense adds a "will" to the present tense.

2. Use accurate subject-verb agreement. Agreement simply means that the subject and
verb fit with each other in terms of number (singular or plural). You must use plural
verbs if the subject is plural.

3. Use pronouns correctly. Remember that the pronouns he, she and I usually are used in
(as) subjects of sentences while pronouns him, her and me usually are used as objects
and in predicates of sentenCes.

4. Use complete sentences. Usually it is best to include only one idea per sentence. Avoid
cramming too much information into a single sentence and never leave thoughts or
words dangling.

3. Ask Questions in,a Manner that Encourages the Response You Want.

Mter thinking about the question and phrasing it in your mind, you must ask it in a way that will

encourage an answer. The considerations you must make in asking questions are: (1) timing; (2) voice;
and (3) tact/assertiveness..In terms of timing, ask the question at an appropriate moment. The aQ-
propriate moment may be during the period when the information is being used, during a set-aside
period for asking questions, before or after work (or class) or during a break, or any of a variety of
other times. Avoid asking questions at awkward, embarrassing or dangerous times and always provide
enough information in your question so the person to whom you are speaking can identify the situa-
tion about which you are speaking.

Your voice is important. In asking questions, emphasize those points that are of greatestimpor-
tance. Ask the question directly and distinctly and make sure that you show some enthusiasm. What
you say,and how you say it are of, almost equal importance as the question itself.

Use tact and assertiveness in asking Your questions. If you demonstrate that the answer is impor-
tant to you, you increase the probability of a careful, useful and prompt answer. It is usually a good
idea to avoid asking (or implying) evaluative information in your questions. Instead you get thebest in-

formation in response to probing and exploratory questions that are non-judgmental.
Once you have asked a question and haye received a response, you must do two Other things.

First, acknowledge that the question has been answered through a comment, a gestureNz by
paraphrasing the answer. The paraphrasing is especially useful because it confirms to the other peAvn
your understanding of the answer.

Second, do something with the answer you received. Use it, reject it, store it or in some other way
indicate to the respondent that'you value their time/effort enough to attend to the answer. Using the

answer if it is correcfand.useful -- is the best way to keep your credibility with the person with whom
you spoke.

Self-Text Exercises

Answer each of the following questions and check your answers against those provided in the Appen-
dix of this book. If you answer 70% of the items correctly take the Posttest at the end of the booklet. If
you score less than 70%, repeat your work in this chapter.
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1. How are the type of question asked and the type of answer received related?

Answer

2. Remember that a question's purpose is the underlying reason for asking it while the in-
.

, tent is the exact information you hope to receive in response. Read the following ques-
tions and identify the purpose and intent of each':

a) Foreman to apprentice.
"How do you think that line is supposed to be run?" ,

Purpose. -Intent. k
b) Apprentice to apprentice

C. "Roger, will,.you explain to me how the hydraulics of this lift work?
Purpose. Intent.

Why are tact and assertiveness important in aSking questions?

Answers:

4. Once you have asked a question and.received an answer, What must you do?' .

Answer:



5. Appendix

Answers To Self-Assessment Pretest
1.. Responding
2. False
3. a
4. d
5. It is confused and usually the action or non-verbal message prevails
6. d
7. a
8. c
9. e

10. a
11. c, b, a, d
12. d
13. Ambiguous; poor language usage
14. b
15. .Purpose: Acquire new information

Intent: Learn importance (and form) of writing questions

Answers To,Selfqest.Exercises
Chapter 2: Communication Requirements and Comp nents

1. Listening
2.. (a) deciding Lwhat to say; (b) getting attention; (c) s eaking

. 3. Actions
b.
Jargon ate words that have meaning only for small groups of people. Someone outside
the group will not share the meaning of the word and so will not understand what was
said.

6. Description of behavior deals with observable action. It does not deal with "why"so it
requires fewer guesses and reduces the need of the person to whom feedback is given to
be defensiv6. Behavior is obvious and can be described and discussed by everyone who
observed it.

7 . a) organize information and work through it systematically
b,) c.onsider audience
c) use examples
d) avoid distractions
e) ask questions
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Chapter 3: Listening

1. d

2. People can think more quickly than they can speak. This means that as you listen you
have extra "time" above and beyond required time for listening that can be used either
constructively or that ,can be a distraction.

3. Distractions

4. As listener, you become overstimulated or prejudged the information and missed
some critical aspects of what was said.

5. Asking clarifying questions or offering clarifying comments.

fr. It improves a predisposition for listening by encouraging the listener to avoid distrac-
tions and concentrate and by making the speaker aware that someone is listening to
him/her.

Chapter 4: Asking Questions

1. The type of question. asked usually determines the type of answer/information receiv-
ed. If you ask a yes-no question, you usually will get a yes:no answer. If you ask an .
unclear question, you will receive .an unclear answer.

2. a. Intent: Check apprentice knowledge Purpose: Directions for procedure

2. V. Intent: New information Purpose: Explanation of 'process

3. They demonstrate that the question and answer are important to you as the questioner.

4. Acknowledge receipt of the answer and use the information.

Posttest

Directions: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with Mose provided. For
thqse questions where your answer and the suggested ansiver correspond, consider the sql learned.
For those items where your answer and the .suggested answer differ, review the materials in the
booklet. Score your test acco sections at the end of the answer sheet.

1. What are the three parts of the co unication process?'

Answers:

a)

b)

c)

2. What happens to your message- if you say one thing ba do something else?

Answer:
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3. Which of the following types of communication devices is least useful for clearly con-
veying and understanding a spoken message? (Circle only the letter of the best answer)
a) examiks

b) eye contact

c) feedback

d) repetition

4. Examine each of the following non-verbal situations and indicate the effect of the .

behavior on the ipeaker or the listener (whichever is designated).
a) eye contact between speaker and listener on the speaker

on thelistener:

b) listener squarebiefacingthe speaker, sitting comfortably and slightly inclined toward
the speaker.

on the speakeri

c) speaker's fluctuating voice tone on the listener

5. Considier the following communication situation and suggest at least four ways about
how tilt feedback was useful as well as how it could be improved'.

Anne C1ark,1 journeyman printer, was speaking-with three appientices about the
Offset and Heidelberg presses. She provided comments to each apprentice in-
dividually, detailing -what she had Observed them doing in their work. She in-
dicated areas of strengths and limitations using individual samples. She suggested
better procedures when problems were noted. She also asked why apprentices had
performed certain ways. .

6, Joe Fox, a related subjects instructor, was lecturing on Pascal's Principle, explaining
how 'hydraulic systems work. He had talked for ten consecutive minutes using a
carefully organized lecture about the background, math and saence theory involved
with the principle. He noticed the apprentices daydreaming. What two things might
you suggest to him to better stimulate learner interest?

1. How do emotions, convictions and biases affect effective listening?

8. What three techniques can you use to encourage yourself to listen to and process dif-
ficult information.

9. Identify the purpose and intent of the following questions.

a) "Am.! correct in using this bit to drill out the bolt?"

Purpose: Intent.

b) "How should I tie into this electrical box?"

Purpose: Intent.
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10. Read the following questions and point out the potential problems with each.

a) Apprentice to related instructor requesting assistance with math: "How do I per-
foon metric conversions'7"-\

b) Apprentice to apprentice about local campaign: "What's in the new union for us?"

Answers To Posttest

,

1. a. Initiating b. Attending c. Responding .

2. Message becoMes c nfused and audience is more likely to believe action as opposed to
words.

3. d.
-1 N.4. a. Speaker: eye contact from listener indicates interest and support.

Listener: eye contact from speaker indicates sincerity.
b. Speaker finds support and encouragement from listener's behavior.

,c. Listener notes areas/points for emphasis fwn the speaker.

5. Useful because (a) of individual attention/comfnents; (b) dealing with observation and
observed behavior; (c) make points using examples; (c1) pointed to strength and limita-

,....) tions; (e) dealing with current events; (f) suggested improved practices could be improv-
ed (g)hy talking about the "what" and avoiding the "why". (Correct if you got at least
4 of the 7)

6. (a) 1se examples; (b) Vary voice tone to add emphasis; (c) Siak in the language of the
audi nce; (d) Ask questions; and (e) Use visual or model materials. (Correct if you got
2 of e 5)

7: Emotions, convictions and biases affect listening by distracting the listener through
overstimulation, by encouraging the listener to hear only a small part of the comment
or by encouraging prejudging before the comment is completed.

8. Techniques include: (a) Making clarifying comment; ) Thinking with and, ahead of
the speaker; (c) Attending to non-verbal messages; (d)TAdopting a predisposition for
listening; (e) Avoiding distractions; and (f) Listening to idea before judging

9. a.Purpose: Confirm an understanding Intent: A yes or no response
b. Purpose: New information Intent: Directions for procedure

10. a. It is ambiguous; What does the apprentice want or need? It has no distinguishable
purpose or intent. Also, it is in rathefformal language.
b. It is ambiguous with littli information to respond to..

41
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Scoring; )
There are a total of 23 points that caa be scored on the pOsttest. You .need at least 16 points to

complete successfully, your work in this booklet. The point value, by question, is as follows:

Abe

Question #1, throe points, one point, for each item.
Question #2, two points.
Question #3, one point.
Question #4, three points, one point for each item.
Question #5, two points, 1/2 point for each answer.
Question #6, two points, one point for each item.
Question in, one point.
Question #8, three points, one for each item.
Question #9, four points, one for each item.
Question #10, two points, one for eachitem.
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